"Categorizing content is a process of criteria
matching, which means we have to answer
two questions: What are the criteria for the
category? Does the content match the
criteria?"

"The process of categorization is...fluid—we
move back and forth between defining the
criteria and vetting the criteria, seeing how the
details fit in the system and how the system
must change to accommodate details. We
move constantly between macro and micro
views of the content, allowing each to inform
the other."

"Users are visiting to accomplish a specific
task—not select an identity. Having to first selfselect a label adds an extra step" for the user

"Users aren’t confident in how they categorize
themselves. They may belong to multiple
categories, or none of the visible categories"

Posse Foundation case study. "A natural
reaction to having so many audiences is to
categorize content by audience." There are
problems with this approach:

"content being served in audience-specific
categories tends to overlap...This leads to
duplication, confusing search results, and the
potential for errors."

"Categorizing content is an important first step
in structuring the site—it’s the basis for your
sitemap, the document that codifies that
structure."

Posse Foundation: "To group pages without
considering the narrative—well, you might as
well use your org chart as your navigation.
And to be clear: you shouldn’t do that! Org
chart navigation is a cliché in the industry
because it’s such a poor, yet omnipresent,
solution."

Current state informs how to minimize change
where possible so as to not confuse current
users any more than needed to achieve goals
in redesign.

"Whenever I need to determine criteria for
organizing digital content, I look to four key
factors to shape my categorization: The needs
of the users, The goals of the business,The
current state of the content The strategic
future of the content.Together, these factors
help us be deliberate and transparent about
categorization"

"consider...the current state of the content."
Use output from content audit work as input.

Categories and Labels

"The final factor to consider in building content
categories is the intended future of the
content. There are two components to this
future state: The strategy that’s driving the
design, and The resources for content creation
and maintenance."

The result for Posse: "categories follow the
same linguistic pattern—shaping, recruiting,
supporting, connecting. The parallel structure
of the labels underscores the narrative flow
between them, while the use of verbs
emphasizes user action—without excluding
any of their...audiences."

"Avoid, at all costs, miscellaneous or catch-all
categories with generalized labels"

"Watch your first-and second-person
possessive pronouns (“my” and “your”). For
example, About Us and My Account both use
first-person point of view, even though, in this
case, Us refers to the company and My refers
to the user."

"Labels are language, and language is
powerful. Even the tiniest labels have the
ability to welcome a user or reject them, to
open a door or shut one. Labels articulate the
choices made around categorization; they
make the boundaries visible."

"There are four qualities I try to prioritize in my
labels: Clarity, Specificity, Inclusivity, and
Consistency"

"When we’re building categories, the language
that we use to label them is just as important
as the borders that define them."

"The vast majority of website navigation is
organized categorically—section labels like
About Us or Our Products are categories."

"not a flawless system. Upon deeper
inspection, it contains an awful lot of
subjectivity and contradiction."

"a case to be made for differentiating between
methods of grouping and methods of ordering.
Location, Alphabet, and Time...are all ordering
methods, but Category is a grouping method"

LATCH: Location, Alphabet, Time, Category,
and Hierarchy

Richard Saul Wurman proposed that there are
five possible methods for organizing anything
and everything.

"another gap: organization by way of shape."

"The important thing is to recognize that
organizational frameworks exist—that
organization is never arbitrary."

"The meaning and impact of the content tells
us not only how to display it, categorize it, and
label it, but also how to connect it into a
functional, overarching system."

Project 100 case study

"The exact colors don’t really matter, but I find
that the familiar mental model of a rainbow
helps with recognition—the cooler the row
color, the deeper into the site I know I must
be."

"A bright text color denotes pages that are
accessible via links within page content—not
through the navigation. These pages are
critical to site structure but are easily
overlooked. Not every page needs to be
displayed in the navigation."

"External links. These are navigation links that
go to pages outside the domain."

"Files. This mostly refers to PDFs, but can
include Word files, slide decks, or anything
else that requires downloading."

"Unknown hierarchy. Every once in a while,
there’s a page that doesn’t seem to belong
anywhere—maybe it’s missing from the menu,
while its URL suggests it belongs in one
section and its navigation scheme suggests
another. These pages need to be discussed."

"Crosslinks. These are navigation links for
pages that canonically live in a different
section of the site"
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"This involves building a spreadsheet from
scratch, I keep a 'template'...rows that I can
copy and paste into each new audit. It’s a
color-coded outline key that helps me track my
page hierarchy and my place in the auditing
process."

"The structural audit: a review of the site
focused solely on its menus, links, flows, and
hierarchies."

"Every page in the site gets assigned an ID.
You are assigning this number; it doesn’t
correspond to anything but your own
perception of the navigation."

Columns for: URL, label of link to the page,
page headline, page title in metadata, site
section, content owner, last update date, etc.

"everything we do to arrange information will
alter its meaning. The key is to alter it in a way
that enhances understanding."

"It takes quite a while to exhaustively inventory
a large site, but it’s the only way to really
understand what you have to work with."

Inspiration
"We can, and should, be deliberate about
choices that help people—real people—find,
understand, and use information in the world."

"The structural audit paints a picture of how
the current system is put together, which
should inform your new system. You don’t
want to replicate it—you want to understand
its weaknesses, so you don’t recreate them;
and understand its strengths, so you don’t
leave them behind."

"You can’t organize what you don’t
understand. Before you can begin to work with
the information on a website, in any capacity,
you have to evaluate it."

"sitemaps are not meant to capture every
possible path; indirect relationships between
pages, and creative ways of surfacing content,
won’t necessarily appear here."

"A qualitative audit is focused on the quality of
the content: criteria like readability, voice and
tone, how well it matches the brand. A
quantitative audit...is focused on numbers:
how many pages, how many images, how
many words... All audits have a mix of
qualitative and quantitative"

"Shared vocabulary. Sitemaps are an
opportunity to rally around common
terminology."

"Complete inventory. Similarly, you need a
place to keep a complete list of the stuff—the
pages in the new site, or, if you’re living the
post-page dream, the collections of screens or
other content displays."

Will almost certainly require some manual
cleanup and adding additional insight.

The value of sitemaps

"For a more textual approach, try an outline"

"Spreadsheets If you need to record more
than just page hierarchy...Much like our
structural audit, a sitemap spreadsheet
creates room for a wealth of data"

"Box-and-arrow diagrams. This visual
approach is excellent for presenting high-level
structure, particularly to stakeholders who
don’t want to get caught up in details."

"My sitemap diagrams span multiple pages:
first, a page that shows all navigation
structures, one level deep, then subsequent
pages that show the details within each
navigation structure."

"The automated crawl tool is how I build
a ...spreadsheet with an entry for every page"

"Automated audits (sometimes called crawls)
are conducted by a robot—software that
combs a given domain and returns data about
the pages found there. In contrast, manual
audits are conducted by [a person]"
Organization

Search can be subdivided as (1) known item
seeking, and (2) exploratory seeking.

Navigation and Wayfinding

"Quick links and their ilk are a perfect storm of
unclear categorical criteria, vague labels, and
stakeholder arguments"
"please do not ever create 'quick links'. They
go by many different names, but they’re the
same usability trap if they are: a collection of
links, with little to no context, description, or
explanation, arranged as a list in a module or
sidebar, particularly on the homepage or
landing pages, and politically expedient, which
is to say, there by stakeholder insistence." [At
my last employer, by design, we had quick
links web part on almost all pages and I
thought reasonably effective]

"Establish firm paths...we have to make tough
decisions about who and what to prioritize—
otherwise, our paths become muddled."

"Labels and markup have a huge impact on
findability—they speak to search robots and
they assist with human understanding. The
goal is for content and design to be in
alignment"

"When users skip the homepage, or pop into
our deepest pages straight from search—
perhaps with little to no context for the site
they’ve just landed on—we have to be ready
to direct them."

"How much content is on the site? What kind
of content is it? How is the site structured?
How effective is the content? How is the
content managed?"..."what digital properties
are involved. Even if the project scope is 'just'
the website, it pays to be aware of the other
entities in a company’s content ecosystem.
[E.G.] Social media feeds might be pulled in."

Site Structure: "Is it easy to navigate? Do the
URLs match the expected paths? Are there
breadcrumbs and other wayfinding features?
Are any areas duplicated or missing from the
menus? Can you easily understand the
relationships between pages? Are pages with
similar content constructed the same way?
Does content flow logically on each page? Do
things generally work the way you expect
them to?"

Content Effectiveness: "Is the content easy to
read? Is it clear? Is it helpful? It is full of
typos? Does it sound like the brand it purports
to be?"

"Let’s not lose sight of why we’re doing it in the
first place. It’s all so that future design and
development decisions will be grounded in
truth, rather than assumptions. They will be
decisions that respect the contexts of your
content and the contexts of your users."
Navigation Structures: main navigation,
secondary navigation, utility navigation (e.g.
login and shopping carts), search, social
media navigation (e.g. Twitter link), and
header & footer navigation

Search Engine Optimization is becoming more
aligned with visitors; however "While search is
becoming more human-centered, shady
practices—clickbait, hashtag abuse, all sorts
of weird keyword messes—seem impossible
to eradicate."

"...but be prepared for users to carve their own
[path]. We know users rarely follow our
carefully planned navigation. But when they
stray from our journey maps, that shouldn’t
mean they’re lost forever—our information
structures should empower them to explore."

"looking for signposts to help us along. We
might call this information scent—a sense of
how close we are to the information we seek.
To track information scent online, we look for
signals in all sorts of places: Navigation
structures, Page titles and headings,
Breadcrumbs, URLs and other elements in the
browser chrome, Pagination and frames,
Buttons and calls to actions, Search results,
Imagery and captions, Text links"

"pages have multiple calls to action—options
for the user, different paths away from the
page—but there should always be one primary
purpose for a page, and one primary action
tied to it."

E.G. "A high-level scoping audit can help you
arrange for the right resources, set more
appropriate timelines, and communicate the
right constraints to stakeholders."

Content Management: "identify content
management challenges in stakeholder
interviews."

Refinding something remembered from an
early site visit is a subcase of (1)

"The solution to this is not to build chatbots
and questionnaires...I don’t need my teabuying experience to be interrupted,
personalized, or gamified. I just need the
information to be organized for browsing."

Content Types: how much content is
evergreen vs dynamic? -- what is the content
purpose, e.g. Marketing -- articles, blog posts,
interviews, or other journalistic writing? -white papers and reports? -- documentation
and support content? -- community and/or
user generated content? -- rich media (e.g.
video)

Less is more. Simplify.

However "too few paths will create dead
ends...if we don’t offer enough choices, users
have nowhere to go. Missing calls to action,
poor content visibility," etc.

"I’m not suggesting that you can’t ever list
links...Just make sure you’re creating clear,
specific, contextual links because they’re the
right way to meet a user need—not because
there are unsolved findability issues."

"Data only tells half the story. You need human
oversight to fill in context and make sense of
the cold, hard numbers."

"Audits should be purpose-driven. When you
know what you’re looking to get out of the
audit, and what you’re going to do with the
data once you have it, then the type of audit
doesn’t really matter—what matters is that
you’re gathering the information you need."

Seton Hill case study: in the legacy design "by
surfacing as much content as possible to as
many audiences as possible, the navigation
structures were backfiring. The target
audience was giving up."

"Quick links are the result of poor organization;
when content is hard to find, a tidy list of links
to expose that content is mighty appealing.
They’re often championed by stakeholders
who feel like their content is being hidden or
losing prominence"

The number and types of links

"I like to recreate the current sitemap with a
simple visualizing tool like Boardthing or
Trello...index cards or sticky notes. Each page
or section is represented by a card, colorcoded by the top-level content categories."

Site Structure

"If navigation were simply a table of contents,
we would, quite reasonably, design it that way.
But navigation is much more than an index of
topics—it creates meaning. How much the
navigation reveals, what it chooses to
prioritize, and how the paths are labeled can
tell users everything about the content..."

"Don’t know what you need to know: An
exploratory search with even less information
to start with—not only do we not know what
we’re looking for, we don’t even know what
question to ask."

Everyday Information Architecture
abookapart.com/products/everydayinformation-architecture

Content Analysis

"We have, collectively, a mental map for
website organization. We expect navigation
somewhere near the top of the page. We
expect some kind of footer. We generally look
for subnavigation in dropdowns or to the
sides."

"Our organizational choices—through
categories, wayfinding signals, navigation
structures, and more—are not there to
passively move users through a site. They
should give users the tools to move
themselves."

Allows for Analysis such as the number of
pages per section

Readability scores

"Understanding the hierarchy of pages means
you have a baseline for the potential paths
users could take through the system—a
starting point for mapping user journeys or
customer touchpoints."

"Now that we’ve determined the best
arrangement of pages, we have to dig into
how our users move through them. What
paths can they take? How do they keep track
of where they are? How do they know where
to go next? How can we ensure that they
arrive at their intended destinations, safe and
sound?"

"Too many paths will create indecision"

"To build a new and improved system, you
must first understand the strengths and
weakness of what came before."

"An audit is a process; an inventory is a
product. An audit is the action of reviewing a
website; an inventory is the artifact that results
from the audit."

Wayfinding

"Three of the most visible wayfinding signals
we can employ are breadcrumbs, URL
structure, and calls to action."

Hareny & Sons case study: "The site requires
specialized knowledge (a.k.a. jargon) to
navigate—and structural elements like
breadcrumbs provide little clarity"

"a taxonomy is a list of terms used to arrange
web content. That definition might not hold in
other contexts, but boiling it down to an artifact
can help us"

"how do you know if you even need a
taxonomy for your website? Will you have
multiple authors and editors publishing and
managing content? Will some portion of the
publishing process be automated? Will
particular pieces of content be automatically
displayed in particular areas of the site, or
affiliated with particular topics? Will your site’s
search functionality include any kind of filtering
or faceting? Will users control any kind of
filtering or faceting as they browse content?" It
is pretty much for certain that at least some of
the answers are 'yes'
"Controlled vocabularies are often found in
brand or style guides, ensuring that everyone
—from customer teams to the CEO—is on the
same page when representing the brand, no
matter the context."

Need governance for even this. How are terms
added or modified, etc.?

"Tagging the content in the CMS ensures the
page is automatically and accurately
populated. But in order for the content author
to tag the content correctly during publishing,
there must be tags to choose from—the
taxonomy."

"When we offer users the opportunity to
interact with the content display—through
faceted search or filters, for example—we
need crystal-clear taxonomies that can be
both accurately employed by content authors
and clearly understood by end users."

"At its simplest, a taxonomy is just a controlled
vocabulary—a list of words and their canonical
spellings and punctuation, used to help
enforce editorial and experiential consistency.
It ensures that everyone—your team, your
stakeholders, your users—is using the same
language and definitions throughout the
experience."

Tags and Taxonomies

"Taxonomies are also used to identify terms—
better known as tags in this context—that sort
content on the site. When specific content
needs to dynamically appear in designated
areas, we often employ a tagging system to
direct it."

Less work up front; however "Many
folksonomies, sadly, result in a bloated,
sprawling, inconsistent taxonomic mess—one
that, in the worst cases, can no longer assist
in content sorting or findability."

"folksonomy—a sort of free-range taxonomy
that’s created through the publishing process,
rather than deliberately designed in advance."

"The best tool for collecting all these
taxonomies into a manageable system is...a
spreadsheet."

"try to collect feedback from everyone the
taxonomy will touch—like designers (who
need the data for layouts and modules),
developers (who need to implement tagging
and filtering functionality, or build CMS fields),
and copywriters (who need controlled
vocabularies). Ultimately, the owners of the
content—if they are not you—will need to own
this document as well; whoever will be
publishing and managing content over time
will also be managing these lists of terms."

"Poor-quality content can indicate a range of
behind-the-scenes challenges around
publishing processes, quality control, resource
allocation, and leadership."

